Christmas in July presents
yolande moreau
the long falling
a film by martin provost
based upon the novel “The Long Falling” by Keith Ridgway
Rose, a woman in her fifties, has been beaten by her husband for years. Then one day she decides it has to change, even if it means becoming an outlaw: she’s going to eliminate her husband. Thinking she has erased all trace of his murder, she ups and leaves to join her son Thomas, who lives in Brussels. While Rose hopes to find some comfort and understanding in Thomas, he pushes her away.

It is Madame Talbot, a widow she meets when on the run, who gives Rose the care and attention that she’s never before had. Together, they try to elude the irreparable past. But for how long?

From the director of «Séraphine» - 7 Cesar including Best French Film 2009
Robert Yolande Moreau
Thomas Pierre Moreu
Mrs Talbot / Edith Scob
Inspector Nols / Jan Hammenecker
Denis / Laurent Capelluto
Christian Luc Pichon
Marine Servane Ducroix
Vincent / Valentin Dhaene

Director: Martin Provost
Producer: Julie Salvador / Christmas In July
Cosproduction: Jean-Louis Livi / F Comme Film
Patrick Quinet / Artemis Productions
Script: Martin Provost - Marc Abdelnour
Based upon the novel “The Long Falling” by Keith Ridgway - Faber & Faber Editions

Length: 105’
Image, Format and Sound: 35mm color - 1.85 - Dolby Digital SRD
Original language: French
Budget: €4.5 millions
French distributor: Diaphana Distribution
Delivery: February 2011
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Directeur:
Martin Provost
Producteur:
Julie Salvador / Christmas In July
Coproduction:
Jean-Louis Livi / F Comme Film
Patrick Quinet / Artemis Productions
Scenario:
Martin Provost - Marc Abdelnour
Base sur le roman “The Long Falling” de Keith Ridgway - Faber & Faber Editions

Length: 105’
Image, Format and Sound: 35mm color - 1.85 - Dolby Digital SRD
Original language: French
Budget: 64.5 millions
French distributor: Diaphana Distribution
Delivery: February 2011